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Silver City
This collection of true stories about grizzly and black bears in the greater
southwest from the 1820s to present day demonstrates changing attitudes toward
bears and the preservation of the animals and their habitats

Publications of the Texas Folklore Society
Rangeland Cover Types of the United States
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

U.S. History
Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose
techniques allow them to run long distances with ease, and describes his training
for a fifty-mile race with the tribe and a number of ultramarathoners.
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Marc Simmons of New Mexico
The Quaternary and Pliocene Yellowstone Plateau Volcanic
Field of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana
Documents the story of the cross-cultural friendship between wealthy New
Englander Maud Melville and Hopi potter Ethel Muchvo, who shared years of
personal triumphs and sorrows as well as a traditional "Hopi summer" before tragic
changes were inflicted on Pueblo culture, in an account based on diaries, letters,
and personal photos. Original.

Contributions from the National Herbarium
This book is a joint project of the Utah Division of Indian Affairs and the Utah State
Historical Society. It is distributed to the book trade by Utah State University Press.
The valleys, mountains, and deserts of Utah have been home to native peoples for
thousands of years. Like peoples around the word, Utah's native inhabitants
organized themselves in family units, groups, bands, clans, and tribes. Today, six
Indian tribes in Utah are recognized as official entities. They include the
Northwestern Shoshone, the Goshutes, the Paiutes, the Utes, the White Mesa or
Southern Utes, and the Navajos (Dineh). Each tribe has its own government. Tribe
members are citizens of Utah and the United States; however, lines of distinction
both within the tribes and with the greater society at large have not always been
clear. Migration, interaction, war, trade, intermarriage, common threats, and
challenges have made relationships and affiliations more fluid than might be
expected. In this volume, the editor and authors endeavor to write the history of
Utah's first residents from an Indian perspective. An introductory chapter provides
an overview of Utah's American Indians and a concluding chapter summarizes the
issues and concerns of contemporary Indians and their leaders. Chapters on each
of the six tribes look at origin stories, religion, politics, education, folkways, family
life, social activities, economic issues, and important events. They provide an
introduction to the rich heritage of Utah's native peoples. This book includes
chapters by David Begay, Dennis Defa, Clifford Duncan, Ronald Holt, Nancy
Maryboy, Robert McPherson, Mae Parry, Gary Tom, and Mary Jane Yazzie. Forrest
Cuch was born and raised on the Uintah and Ouray Ute Indian Reservation in
northeastern Utah. He graduated from Westminster College in 1973 with a
bachelor of arts degree in behavioral sciences. He served as education director for
the Ute Indian Tribe from 1973 to 1988. From 1988 to 1994 he was employed by
the Wampanoag Tribe in Gay Head, Massachusetts, first as a planner and then as
tribal administrator. Since October 1997 he has been director of the Utah Division
of Indian Affairs.

Meet Mr. Grizzly
Hopi Summer
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The Last Grizzly and Other Southwestern Bear Stories
Primarily a women's art, American Indian pottery reflects a heritage of powerful
social, religious, and aesthetic values. Even now, modern American Indian women
use the clay, paint, and fire of pottery making to express themselves, creating
designs that range from dutifully traditional to strikingly original. This book written in conjunction with one of the most important exhibitions of American
Indian pottery ever mounted - provides an in-depth look at a unique North
American art form.

Born to Run
Contributions from the United States National Herbarium
Assessment of Nontimber Forest Products in the United States
Under Changing Conditions
Meet Mr. Grizzly, first published in 1943, is the memoir of Montague Stevens – a
Cambridge-educated Englishman who was a cattle-rancher in New Mexico, and
who had a passion for hunting grizzly bears (with the help of his hunting dogs). The
book chronicles some of his many adventures of hunting, dog- and horse-training,
and on the natural history of the region. Included are 15 pages of illustrations.

The Hopi People
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's Collapse: How
Societies Choose to Fail or Survive is a visionary study of the mysterious downfall
of past civilizations. Now in a revised edition with a new afterword, Jared
Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind why some societies flourish, while
others founder - and what this means for our future. What happened to the people
who made the forlorn long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What happened to
the architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids? Will we go the same way, our
skyscrapers one day standing derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor
Wat? Bringing together new evidence from a startling range of sources and piecing
together the myriad influences, from climate to culture, that make societies selfdestruct, Jared Diamond's Collapse also shows how - unlike our ancestors - we can
benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to be survivors. 'A grand sweep
from a master storyteller of the human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb,
terrifying' - Observer 'Gripping the book fulfils its huge ambition, and Diamond is
the only man who could have written it' - Economis 'This book shines like all
Diamond's work' - Sunday Times

The Journal of Arizona History
Article abstracts and citations of reviews and dissertations covering the United
States and Canada.
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A Cowboy Detective
Nontimber forest products (NTFPs) are fundamental to the functioning of healthy
forests and play vital roles in the cultures and economies of the people of the
United States. However, these plants and fungi used for food, medicine, and other
purposes have not been fully incorporated into management, policy, and resource
valuation. This report is a forest-sectorwide assessment of the state of the
knowledge regarding NTFPs science and management information for U.S. forests
and rangelands (and hereafter referred to as the NTFP assessment). The NTFP
assessment serves as a baseline science synthesis and provides information for
managing nontimber forest resources in the United States. In addition, this NTFP
assessment provides information for national-level reporting on natural capital and
the ecosystem services NTFPs provide. The report also provides technical input to
the 2017 National Climate Assessment (NCA) under development by the U.S.
Global Change Research Program (USGCRP).

A Book-Lover's Holidays in the Open
Silver City is located at the southern boundary of the vast Gila Wilderness in a
region of soaring mountains, lush river valleys, and bountiful mineral deposits.
Ancient ruins give evidence of prehistoric occupation, followed by a historic parade
of Native Americans, Spaniards, Mexicans, miners, outlaws, and settlers, resulting
in a community celebrating a rich cultural blend. When silver was discovered in
1870 at La Cienega de San Vicente, prospectors rushed in despite the danger from
Apache Indians who traditionally occupied that land. Newcomers flooded into
southwestern New Mexico Territory, and Silver City became the county seat the
following year. Soon there were businesses, saloons, and homes. Silver City
became the supply center for the widespread mining district with a brick plant and
lumberyard. By 1883, a narrow-gauge railroad connected the town with the outside
world.

Ecology & Wonder in the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks
World Heritage Site
As the Ice Age waned, Clovis hunter-gatherers began to explore and colonize the
area now known as Colorado. Their descendents and later Paleoindian migrants
spread throughout Colorado's plains and mountains, adapting to diverse landforms
and the changing climate. In this new volume, Robert H. Brunswig and Bonnie L.
Pitblado assemble experts in archaeology, paleoecology-climatology, and
paleofaunal analysis to share new discoveries about these ancient people of
Colorado. The editors introduce the research with scientific context. A review of
seventy-five years of Paleoindian archaeology in Colorado highlights the foundation
on which new work builds, and a survey of Colorado's ancient climates and
ecologies helps readers understand Paleoindian settlement patterns. Eight essays
discuss archaeological evidence from Plains to high Rocky Mountain sites. The
book offers the most thorough analysis to date of Dent--the first Clovis site
discovered. Essays on mountain sites show how advances in methodology and
technology have allowed scholars to reconstruct settlement patterns and changing
lifeways in this challenging environment. Colorado has been home to key moments
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in human settlement and in the scientific study of our ancient past. Readers
interested in the peopling of the New World as well as those passionate about the
methods and history of archaeology will find new material and satisfying overviews
in this book. Contributors include Rosa Maria Albert, Robert H. Brunswig, Reid A.
Bryson, Linda Scott Cummings, James Doerner, Daniel C. Fisher, David L. Fox,
Bonnie L. Pitblado, Jeffrey L. Saunders, Todd A. Surovell, R. A. Varney, and Nicole
M. Waguespack.

Borderland Jaguars
The diverse people of the Hopi, whose name means "the peaceful ones," are today
united on the Hopi Reservation, which is composed of 12 villages on more than
2,500 square miles in northeastern Arizona. In fact, the village of Orayvi is
considered the oldest continuously inhabited settlement in the United States,
dating back more than a millennium. Often referred to as a "corn culture," the
Hopis have developed dry-farming techniques that have sustained them in the
harsh, arid landscape, where annual precipitation is often only 12 inches or less.
The Hopi people are hardworking and spiritual, and their lifestyle has survived for
centuries, only minimally changed by influences from the outside world.

New Mexico
Proceedings of a conf. on the major problems facing grasslands in arid & semi-arid
regions of the U.S. & Mexico & to seek solutions to those problems. Grasslands in
many parts of the Southwest & northern Mexico are facing serious threats -- from
urbanization & subdivision development to spread of invasive plant species to
conflicts over grazing policy. Target groups for participation included private
landowners, non-profit groups, government agencies, environmental advocates,
economists, scientists, etc. Emphasized practical, hands-on mgmt. methods,
including time in grasslands managed under a variety of techniques.

Pottery by American Indian Women
America, History and Life
"The new book Mapping Ecosystem Services provides a comprehensive collection
of theories, methods and practical applications of ecosystem services (ES)
mapping, for the first time bringing together valuable knowledge and techniques
from leading international experts in the field." (www.eurekalert.org).

Tracks Across New Mexico
Flora of New Mexico
Collapse
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The aim of this book is to update knowledge and summarise recent research on
pseudocereals, particularly regarding their botanical characteristics, composition,
structure, use, production, technology and impact on human health. In the last few
years, pseudocereals – in particular amaranth and quinoa – have acquired
increased importance (which is also due to the increased demand for gluten?]free
food). Worldwide, the demand for amaranth and quinoa has risen immensely, as
seen in rising prices for amaranth and quinoa. At the same time, research in all
relevant fields has intensified. At present there is some confusion surrounding the
term ‘pseudocereals’ and what it does and does not include, for example kiwicha
which is Amaranthus caudatus or kaniwa which is Chenopodium pallidicaule.
Sometimes other grains are included in the pseudocereal group like chia (Salvia
hispanica L), an oleaginous seed. One of the aims of the book is to clear up some
of the confusion over what is included in the group of pseudocereals. The book will
include: the origin, production and utilization of pseudocereals; structure and
composition of kernels; carbohydrates/fibre/bioactive compounds of kernels;
proteins and amino acids of kernels; lipids of kernels; pseudocereal dry and wet
milling: processes, products and applications; food uses of whole pseudocereals;
pseudocereals in gluten free products; and the nutritional and health implications
of pseudocereal intake.

Frontiers in Colorado Paleoindian Archaeology
If there was ever a "ring-tailed roarer" of the backwoods of New Mexico, he was
Quentin Hulse (1926-2002). Hulse lived and worked most of his life at the bottom
of Canyon Creek in the Gila River country of southwestern New Mexico, but his
reputation spread far and wide. His western image appeared on a tourist postcard
and souvenir license plate in the 1950s. Footage of a lion hunt led by Hulse and his
hounds appeared on the Men's Channel in 2005, three years after his passing.
Hulse grew up primarily in western New Mexico when that ranch and mining
country was still remote and raw. At the age of ten he witnessed a point-blank
shooting, the culmination of an old-fashioned frontier feud. He followed his parents
between mines and towns until his father established a ranch at Canyon Creek.
While serving in the navy during World War II, he landed on the bloody beach at
Okinawa. After returning from the war, he was shot in a bar near Silver City during
a night of carousing. Hulse was most at home in the rugged Gila Wilderness, in
which he ranched and guided for fifty years. With compassion and nuance, Nancy
Coggeshall tells the compelling biography of a unique western rancher constantly
adjusting to the inroads of modernity into his traditional way of life. Drawing on
oral history, archival sources, and her personal association with Hulse and the Gila,
she brings this unique westerner, and New Mexican, to life.

History Of Utah's American Indians
As much a symbol of the nation 's adventurous past as he was the very picture of
booming 20th-century progress, Theodore Roosevelt politician and soldier,
naturalist and historian was still a young man when he left the Oval Office, and he
spent the decade after his presidency exploring the world and sharing his
experiences in his inimitable prose. In this 1916 book, he leads us: on a cougar
hunt on the rim of the Grand Canyon trekking across the Navajo Desert to a Hopi
snake dance across the Andes and Northern Patagonia through bird reserves at the
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mouth of the Mississippi and much more Roosevelt 's rip-roaring, real-life exploits
are just as entertaining today as they were a century ago, and serve as a stirring
reminder of the breathtaking beauty and lurking danger of the natural world.
American icon THEODORE ROOSEVELT (1858 1919) was 26th President of the
United States, serving from 1901 to 1909, and the first American to win a Nobel
Prize, in 1906, when he was awarded the Peace Prize for mediating the RussoJapanese War. He is the author of 35 books.

Ponds - Planning, Design, Construction (Agriculture Handbook
590)
Pseudocereals
For many years farmers and ranchers have been building ponds for livestock water
and for irrigation. By 1980 more than 2.1 million ponds had been built in the United
States by land users on privately owned land. More will be needed in the future.
The demand for water has increased tremendously in recent years, and ponds are
one of the most reliable and economical sources of water. Ponds are now serving a
variety of purposes, including water for livestock and for irrigation, fish production,
field and orchard spraying, fire protection, energy conservation, wildlife habitat,
recreation, erosion control, and landscape improvement. This handbook describes
embankment and excavated ponds and outlines the requirements for building
each. The information comes from the field experience and observation of land
users, engineers, conservationists, and other specialists.

The Grizzly
Journal of a Trapper
Salmon tells the varied story of this unique, undammed, Southwestern river--in the
past, the present, and, possibly, the future.

Gila Country Legend
After years of cowboying, Charles A. Siringo had settled down to store-keeping in
Caldwell, Kansas, when a blind phrenologist, traveling through, took the measure
of his "mule head" and told him that he was "cut out" for detective work.
Thereupon, Siringo joined the Pinkerton National Detective Agency in 1886. A
Cowboy Detective chronicles his twenty-two years as an undercover operative in
wilder parts of the West, where he rode with the lawless, using more stratagems
and guises than Sherlock Holmes to bring them to justice and escaping violent
death more often than Dick Tracy. He survived the labor riots at Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, in 1892 (his testimony helped convict eighteen union leaders), hounded
moonshiners in the Appalachians, and chased Butch Cassidy's Wild Bunch. Once
described as "a small wiry man, cold and steady as a rock" and "born without fear,"
Charlie Siringo became a favorite of high-ups in the Pinkerton organization.
Nevertheless, the Pinkertons, ever sensitive to criticism, went to court to block
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publication of Siringo's book. Frank Morn, in his introduction to this Bison Books
edition, discusses the changes that resulted from two years of litigation. Finally
published in 1912 without Pinkerton in the title or the text, A Cowboy Detective has
Siringo working for the "Dickensen Detective Agency" and meeting up with the
likes of "Tim Corn," whom every western buff will recognize. The deeper truth of
Siringo's book remains. As J. Frank Dobie wrote, "His cowboys and gunmen were
not of Hollywood and folklore. He was an honest reporter.

The Future of Arid Grasslands
Ecology and Wonder celebrates Western Canada's breathtaking landscape. The
book makes several remarkable claims. The greatest cultural achievement in the
mountain region of western Canada may be what has been preserved, not what
has been developed. Protecting the spine of the Rocky Mountains will preserve
crucial ecological functions. Because the process of ecosystem diminshment and
species loss has been slowed, an ecological thermostat has been kept alive. This
may well be an important defence against future impacts of climate change in the
Canadian West.

The New Mexico Quarterly Review
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created
from careful scans of the original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately
and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are
generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these
reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy!

New Mexico Magazine
Mapping Ecosystem Services
¡Gila Libre!
A natural history of the jaguar that discusses its distribution, habitats, hunting and
breeding characteristics, folklor, and the status and management of ArizonaMexico borderland jaguars.

The Fourth Wife
Men Who Matched the Mountains
An extraordinary story of forbidden love, set against the background of the
Mexican Revolution.

New Mexico Quarterly
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A biography and a complete bibliography of New Mexico's leading independent
historian.
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